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work. They asked for no more in this world; and for the
next world—they were willing to take it as it came. They
believed, as Spinoza said, that a free man should not think
about death. Goethe is tie supreme type of this c complete '
man. Dr Johnson, though handicapped by a weak nervous
system, came very near to it. Voltaire was only prevented by
the possession of a persistently rebellious nature from attaining
to it.
Tolerance is the mark, or at any rate one of the marks, of
a civilized man. Gallio was civilized. " Tolerance is the test
of true Europeanism,"l It is a very difficult quality to acquire,
for it demands knowledge, self-control, and the capacity for
putting oneself mentally in the place of another. These things
are only acquired by education, and in an enlightened society.
The eighteenth century- was the first tolerant age since the
fall of the Roman Empire, and it was probably more tolerant
than is the present age, the post-War twentieth century. It is
true that the legal system in most states was not tolerant; the
French law did not recognize Huguenotism, nor did English
law give dissenters the full privileges of citizens. Nevertheless,
there was religious tolerance in fact in most countries; and
political tolerance was practically universal. There was no
racial * minority question * in the eighteenth century, because
nobody was nationally minded, and no people had the slightest
desire to * assimilate* any other people to itself. Nobody
claimed that his nation's culture was superior to that of
another nation; nobody knew that his nation had a particular
culture of its own, because culture was European, though
expressed through different tongues. " To figure in polite
learning," wrote Goldsmith in 1759, " every country should
make their own language, form their own manners; nor will
they ever succeed by introducing that of another which has
been formed from manners which are different."2 Goldsmith,
surveying polite learning throughout Europe, never once uses
the word 'nation'; but he describes learning, the joint
1 Baul O&en-Portheim, The Discovery of Europe (1932), p. 77.
* An Expiry into the State of Polite Learning in Europe, Chapter V.

